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Purpose and Overview

➢ Input to be considered as region sets 2019-2028 

water conservation goals and program priorities

• Water Conservation Basics and Background

• Discussion around conservation questions
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Water Conservation Basics and 

Background
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Conservation Definition

• Conservation

o Eliminates waste

o Maximizes efficient use of water

o No loss of service or satisfaction by 
customer

o Long-term 

• Not Curtailment

o Short-term shortage/emergency response
o System disruption

o Drought

o Voluntary or mandatory

o Impact to customers
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conservation vs Conservation

• conservation = everything that 

reduces water use

o “Programmatic conservation” –
utility-sponsored programs

o Plumbing codes/standards

o Rates / price impacts

o System operation improvements

• Conservation = just programmatic

o Primary focus of today (although history 
will cover “c”)
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conservation Categories
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Savings Attributed to Multiple 

“conservation” Sources
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Regional Conservation Program

• Seattle and 18 wholesale 

customers

• Excludes Cascade Water 

Alliance, North Bend, Lake 

Forest Park, Edmonds.
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Regional Program Focus Areas

2013-2018
1. Communications 

2. Youth Education & Community Outreach 

3. Residential Indoor Efficient Equipment 

4. Non-Residential Indoor Efficient Equipment 

5. Landscape Education 

6. Landscape Irrigation Efficient Equipment
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Customer Expectations

Annual Survey:  Online survey of customer attitudes
95% of respondents agree or strongly agree that using water 
wisely is important

Reasons for using water wisely in their homes:
▪ Protect the environment  (49%)
▪ Save money  (27%)
▪ Waste less  (19%)

Program Participants: 
Most customers are very satisfied with their new fixtures and 
SWP programs. 
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Retail Customer Feedback
Seattle Retail Customers Focus Groups for 2018–2023 Strategic 

Business Plan Update:

Customers:

➢ Are generally satisfied with SPU services.

➢ See SPU services as essential for their quality of life and generally 

see as a good value for the money they spend.

➢ Are proud that SPU is a national leader in environmental 

stewardship: recycling, green infrastructure, water conservation 

and other efforts 

➢ However, express concerns about affordability and cost-of-living in 

Seattle.
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Questions

 What are your expectations of SPU regarding our 
utility-sponsored water conservation programs for 
customers?  

 What types of water conservation services would 
you like to see from SPU?  Why?

 Should SPU be increasing, decreasing, or keeping 
the same its efforts in utility-sponsored water 
conservation programs? Why?
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Questions and Discussion


